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Introduction

By the end of a nuclear facilities life time decommissioning of contaminated installations, de-
contamination of surfaces and demolition of building structures is a standard procedure.
Site remediation is the final activity for a significant number of nuclear decommissioning pro-
jects before return the site to public domain. For remediation of ground below or surrounding
buildings soil sorting turns out to be the most economic way to clean-up the outside areas.
NUKEM for more than 20 years has processed Uranium and Thorium materials and produ-
ced different types of fuel elements for research and material test reactors (MTR) in its facili-
ties at Hanau, Germany.

Figure 1: NUKEM MTR-fuel element fabrication facility, Hanau

The company withdraw in 1987 from these activities leaving the contaminated equipment
and buildings for decommissioning. Within several licensing steps NUKEM handed over
process equipment to other users, dismantled all remaining installations, decontaminated
building structure surfaces and is currently demolishing the buildings.



According to an intensively undertaken radiological survey the soil surrounding and under the
buildings were found to be more or less contaminated. Before being able to sell the site to a
conventional user contaminated foundations and soil must be removed from the terrain to
leave an area free of radioactive contamination.

Objective

NUKEM is to decontaminate and to pull down the buildings of their former MTR fuel element
factory and finally to clean up the site ground. Since contamination has penetrated down to
two meters into the soil and below the building foundations, site remediation will end up with
excavation of foundations and soil.

Figure 2: Demolition of NUKEM s MTR factory buildings

In order to minimise volume of radioactive waste - and therefore the costs for packaging,
transportation and storage - NUKEM developed and will apply a special soil sorting and acti-
vity measuring equipment, the ,,Soil Sorting Gate Equipment" (SSGE).

Technical Approach

For the purpose of sorting and radiological measurement of contaminated soil and foundation
material NUKEM developed the continuously operating sorting and activity measuring
equipment. The process is based on a y-spectrometric measurement of excavated material
while being transported via a belt conveyor system. Depending on mass specific activity of
material, it is classified into: radioactive waste (RW), land fill material (LFM), and material for
free release (FRM).



Isotope and Limit Values

For the NUKEM site the radiologically relevant nuclides are Uranium (U-234) and Thorium
(Th-232). Necessary limit values for free release are: U-234 3.6 mBq/g and Th-232 37.9
mBq/g (20 ton batch).

Requirements for Measuring Process

The following criteria have to be met for the neat measuring process:
- To process the given soil amount within acceptable time, a throughput of up to 50 metric

tons per hour is required.
Material shall not exceed a size of 50 mm to guarantee acceptance criteria of the landfill
repository.
Weight of material is known.
Material layer on conveyor belt is 100 mm.
Material and activity are homogeniously distributed on conveyor belt (ensured by mixing
during excavation, loading, crushing).

- Steady flow of material (due to continuously loading).

Measuring Process

For detection and assessment of U-234 and Th-232 y-radiological measurements are sui-
table. During measurement the radioactive nuclide U-235 will be caught as representative for
U-234 and Ac-228, respectively Pb-212, as representative for Th-232.
Measuring sensitivity is 3.6 mBq/g for U-235.

Description of Soil Sorting Gate Equipment

A sketch of the equipment is shown in figure 3. All transportation units are proven and re-
lyable standard products from civil transport/construction mashinery. The following units are
used for crushing, weighing, charging and distribution of material to be measured:

crushing device; semi-mobile, incl. supply funnel, jaw crusher, water dizzle
band conveyor from crusher to screening mashine
rolling screening mashine; grain size 0-50 mm, runoff for oversize particles, arranged
above the charging box
weighing band; conveyor band arranged on electric weighing cells, connected to the
meetering processor
scanning band; trough belt conveyor, lead shielding in the area of the scanner, loading
capacity of one metric ton after scanner
intermediate band; conveyor similar to type of scanner band
reversible band; conveyor band, 90° turnable, high speed enginge, placed above char-
ging boxes for radwaste/undecided other material
radwaste charging box; with underneath placed drum filling device
landfill/free release material charging box
landfill heap band; conveyor similar to scanner band
free release material heap band; conveyor similar to scanner band.

Measuring System

The SSGE's measuring system consists of:
measuring housing with scanner, four semi-planar HPGe-detectors mounted on a bridge
above the conveyor belt, lead shielded

- central coolant supply system
- cabinet for electronics and data collection

operator housing



Pre-amplified signals from detectors are led to the main amplifier in the electric cabinet. Si-
gnal processing and gating occur separately for each channel. Results are fed to the central
processor (PC). This central processor not only serves to evaluate the detector signals (con-
version of cps into Bq/g) but also controls the conveyors and records the relevant data.
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Figure 3: Sketch of Soil Sorting Gate Equipment principle

Description of Sorting and Measuring Process

The principal arrangement of the SSGE is given in figure 3. Demolished and excavated ma-
terial with maximum edge length of 800 mm is loaded by a wheel dozer into the jaw crus-
her's funnel and smashed to grain size < 80 mm. Grains are fed via a band conveyor to the
screener, positioned above the charging box, and able to separate also loamy and sticky
material. Oversized grain (> 50 mm) is separated and fed back to the crusher.
Following the start signal of metering processor and by means of the charging box's dischar-
ge and metering device the material is poured on the weighing conveyor, which is placed on
weiging cells and connected to the metering processor. The weighing conveyor with a steady
band velocity unloads the weighed material completely onto the scanning conveyor and is
ready for the next weighing batch.
Weighed meterial is distributed to form a steady material flow of 800 mm width and 100 mm
height. By means of the scanning conveyor the material continuously passes the detectors of
the scanner arrangement positioned above the band. The emitted y-rays are analised, inter-
preted and compiled to classify the activity content. Measuring starts when ultrasonic sen-
sors announce material arrival and is interrupted when all material of batch has passed the
scanner. Material flow from weighing conveyor to scanner conveyor is adjusted in such a
way that sufficient large gaps between one metric ton batches on the scanner band are pro-
duced.



From scanner conveyor the material is transported to an intermediate conveyor and to the
reversible band. In accordance with the determined mass specific activity the processing unit
steers the ongoing material flow. The one metric ton batches, after measuring, are classified
into the catagories radwaste (RW), landfill material (LFM), and not yet decided landfill/free
release material (FRM). Radwaste material and LFM/FRM, respectively, are filled into the
corresponding charging boxes. LF material is sent via a dump band conveyor to a heap area.
RA material is directly filled into drum by means of the charging box's discharge device.
Not yet determined LF/FR material is compiled to a batch of up to 20 metric tons to enable
unmistakable and significant classification into LFM or FRM. Via the dump band conveyor
and the FRM heap band conveyor materials are conveyed to the LFM heap, respectively to
the FRM heap area.
The complete SSGE is controlled by a SPS and automatically operated. All levels in charging
boxes are permanently surveyed by ultrasonic detectors; min/max levels steer the material
flow. Activity measurements are performed per one metric ton batch, data are collected and
processed for final documentation.

Conclusion

The mashine design and measurement philosophy of the SSGE, developed for excavation
and treatment of some 21,000 metric tons of ground material and concrete from NUKEM's
decommissioned fuel element factory, have already been passed the official licensing proce-
dure. The start up of site clean-up is scheduled for summer 2001.
With the SSGE there has been made available a method to safe and economically remediate
contaminated ground of nuclear sites.
The SSEG, being a mobile system, can be applied at various sites.


